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image |. A paper by undergraduate students al Universily of Twente in Netherlandsilluminates the physics behind the Water Bottle

Challenge. Photo by: Image Source/Gelly Images

In 2016, kids in America wereall about onecooltrick. It was the water bottle challenge. The ideais
simple.It's just easier said than done.

You have to toss a full or partly empty waterbottle so it lands upright. Kids around the country
recordedtheir successes and failures on YouTube. Meanwhile,the crinkling of tossed water bottles
drove parents and teachers crazy.

The craze may have faded. The mystery behindthe trick remained.

Glass Half Empty Or Half Full?

A group of college students was curious aboutthe bottle-flipping challenge. They wanted to learn
more about the scienceof it. They recently wrote an article about the waterbottle trick. The

students demonstrated howto land a waterbottle every time.

This article is available at 5 reading levels at https://newsela.com.



 

Thefive studentsare in theirfirst year at the University of Twente. This schoolis in Netherlands,a

country in Europe. The students wanted to discover how the bottle can land upright. The students

were taking a class called Dynamics andRelativity. This is a class on physics, a type of science. In

physics, people study objects and motion.

Using a high-resolution camera, the students filmed many bottle tosses. They used bottles full of

water. They also used bottles partly full of water. They filmed tosses with bottles containing two

tennis balls as well.

They studied the videos. They broke down the movements into physical formulas, which are math

equations. These equations represent how objects move. Whatthe students foundis a toss causing

the greatest decrease in speed had the highest chanceof sticking the landing.

The team found the bottle mustbe less than half full of water. The bottle can be almosthalf full of

water, at 41 percent. That bottle will land often. The bottle can be emptiedall the wayto little less

than a quarter full, at 20 percent. That bottle will often land, too. If the bottles are filled with more

than 41 percent of water or less than 20 percent, they won't workas often.

Slowed-DownBottle

Accordingto the study, landinga full bottle of wateris !Image 2. A bottle-flipper shows us how

almost impossible. That is because the speed while the it's done. By: Wikimedia/Public domain

bottle is rotating doesn't change. [click to expand]

Pim Dekkeris one of the students. Dekkersaid they

looked at the water and tennis balls as the same. Both caused the bottles to move in the same way.

The students figured out that the amountofwater in the bottle makesa big difference.If the bottle

isn't full, the water can spread more. This slows down thebottle's speed. When the bottle slows

down,there is a better chanceit will land upright.

Students Published In Journal

The students’ findings appear in the American Journal of Physics. The team didn't intend to have

an article in a well-respected science journal.

MeesFlapperis one of the students. He said they chose the topic when the water-bottle flipping

challenge wasa big hit online. Their teachersreally liked the topic. The teachers asked the

students to help them write a paper. "That surprised us, but of course we agreed," Flappersaid.

It's too late to save parents from the constant noise of flipping water bottles. Yet Flapper told

LiveScience their work has a bigger point.

"You shouldn't be afraid to think outside the box," he says.

This article is available at 5 reading levels at https://newsela.com.



Quiz

Read the selection from the section “Students Published In Journal."

The studentsfindings appearin the American Journal of Physics. The team didn't intend to have
an article in a well-respected science journal.

Based onthis selection, choose the answerthat is TRUE.

(A) The students had beentrying to share their work for a long time.

(B) The students had hopedto publish bottle-flipping videos on YouTube,

(C) The students were surprised that their research was published.

(D) The students were excited they might become famousfortheir work.

Which sentencefrom the article helps the reader understand that the bottle-flipping challenge can be annoying?

(A) Kids around the country recorded their successes and failures on YouTube.

(B) Meanwhile, the crinkling of tossed water bottles drove parents and teachers crazy.

(C) Using a high-resolution camera,the students filmed manybottle tosses.

(D) According to the study, landing full bottle of water is almost impossible.

Whatis the main idea of the article?

(A) Students learned about the bottle-flipping challenge from a physics teacher.

(B) Students made a new bottle-flipping challenge that includes tennis balls.

(C) Students around the world are crazy aboutthe bottle-flipping challenge.

(D) Students studied the bottle-flipping challenge and found out howit works.

Read the paragraph from the section "Glass Half Empty Or Half Full?"

The team found the bottle must be less than half full of water. The bottle can be almosthalf full of
water, at 47 percent. That bottle will land often. The bottle can be emptiedall the wayfoa little

less than a quarterfull, at 20 percent. That bottle will often land, too. If the bottles are filled with

more than 47 percent of water or less than 20 percent, they won't workas often.

How doesthis paragraph support the main idea ofthe article?

(A) lt describes the physics that are involved in landing a bottle upright.

(B) lt explains the interest that students hadin the bottle-flipping challenge.

(C) It shows the reader how to measure the amountof waterin a waterbottle.

(D) It mentions the bottle-flipping videos that were most popular on YouTube.

This article is available at 5 reading levels at https://newsela.com.  
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A Falcon 9 SpaceX rocket launches from pad 39Aal the Kennedy Space Centerin Cape Canaveral, Florida, August 14, 2017. The missiont f J

oO
ofthe spacecraft is a cargo and supply delivery to the International Space Station. Phato from: AP Photo/dohn Raoux.i g

SpaceX is a spacecraft companythat builds rockets. It works with NASA,the U.S. space agency, to
launch these rockets into space.

On Monday, SpaceX launcheda type of space capsule called the Dragon.It rocketed to the
International Space Station (ISS). The capsule carried tons of materials for science research,plus a
sweet treat for the ISS astronauts: ice cream!

Whentherocket tookflight, its target — the space station — was zooming 250 miles above the
Atlantic. The ISSis like a science lab up in space. Astronautslive there for monthsat a time,
running science experiments on board.

Reusing Rocket Boosters

After the capsule lifted off, the rocket booster successfully landed back at Cape Canaveralin
Florida. That is the launchsite for SpaceX and NASArockets. The boosteris the partof the rocket

This article is available at 5 reading levels at https://newsela.com,

 



 

that launches the capsule into space. SpaceX has

figured out a way to reuseits rocket boosters. Thisis a

part of a long-term plan to recycle rockets and cut

costs.

Monday's booster landing was the 14th successful

attempt for SpaceX. It was the 6th time the company

perfectly landed the boosteron a giant X on the

launch pad. It was another perfect landing.

"It's right on the bull's-eye, and a very soft

touchdown," said Hans Koenigsmann. He works for

SpaceX.

Mice On Board!

The Dragon capsule carried up 6,400 poundsof cargo.

Experiments make up mostofthe cargo. That

includes 20 live mice. The mice will be part of a

study.

Some male astronauts suffer visual problems in space.

Those problemscan linger long after spaceflight. The

mice study might help scientists understand whythis

happens.Scientists will study the pressure in the

mice's eyes while in space. Theywill also study the way fluid movesin their brains. According to

the scientist in charge of the experiment, for mice, 30 days in spaceis like three years for humans.

The study mayalso help explain why female astronauts don't have this vision problem.

 
The mice won't be left behind. They will return to Earth inside the Dragon capsule in about a

month, The Dragonis the only supply ship that can return items to Earth. Other capsules burn up

when they re-enter the atmosphere, the cloud of gases around Earth. The Dragon doesnot.It

parachutessafely into the Pacific.

Instruments For Experiments

Along with the mice, the Dragon carries materials for a few other experiments. Oneis an

instrument to measure cosmic rays. These are high-energy rays in space. There are also protein

crystals on board. These protein crystals are linked to Parkinson's disease, a disorder that makesit

difficult for people to control their movements. Conditions in space will allow crystals to grow

bigger and with fewerdefects. Thatwill help scientists study and understandtheirstructure.

Studying these crystals might help scientists find better treatments for Parkinson's disease.

Three Americans and oneItalian will do the scientific workin orbit. The space station also is home

to two Russians.

Ice Cream Truck In Space!

The astronauts will enjoy a sweet rewardfortheir hard work. The Dragon is doubling as an ice

cream truck! There was extra freezer space on board, so NASApacked in cupsofvanilla, chocolate

This article is available at 5 reading levels at https://newsela.com.



and birthday-cake ice cream. They sent up someice

cream candybars, too. Those treats should be

especially welcomed by U.S. astronaut Peggy Whitson.

She has beenin orbit since November. Maybeshewill

save the birthday-cakeice cream for a newarrival,

U.S. spaceman Randolph Bresnik. He will turn 50 on

the ISS next month.

 

This article is available at 5 reading levels at https://newsela.com.  



 

Quiz

Read the selection from “Reusing Rocket Boosters."

After the capsule lifted off, the rocket booster successfully landed back at Cape Canaveralin

Florida. That is the launch site for SpaceX and NASArockets. The boosteris the part of the
rocket that launches the capsule into space. SpaceX has figured out a wayto reuseits rocket

boosters. This is a part of a long-term plan to recycle rockets and cut costs.

Which sentencefrom this selection BEST supports the conclusion that Dragon does not burn whenit re-enters the atmosphere?

(A) Thatis the launch site for SpaceX and NASArockets.

(B) The boosteris the part of the rocket that launches the capsule into space.

(C) SpaceX hasfigured out a way to reuseits rocket boosters.

(D) This is a part of a long-term plan to recycle rockets and cut costs.

Read the section "Mice On Board!"

Select the paragraph from the section that shows how micewill help scientists learn more aboutcertain effects of space on

astronauts.

One main ideaofthe article is that astronauts on the ISS will do experiments on mice, cosmic rays and protein crystals.

Whatis another MAIN idea of the article?

(A) Dragon haslandedperfectly six times onto the launch pad.

(B) Dragon will fall back with a parachute into the Pacific Ocean.

(C) Dragonwill bring the mice back after 30 days at the spacestation.

(D) Dragon brings useful supplies to astronauts on the spacestation.

Which sentencefrom the article would be MOST importantto include in a summary ofthearticle?

(A) There was extra freezer space on board, so NASA packed in cups of vanilla, chocolate and birthday-

cake ice cream.

(B) Those treats should be especially welcomed by U.S. astronaut Peggy Whitson.

(C) Maybe shewill save the birthday-cake ice cream for a newarrival, U.S. spaceman Randolph Bresnik.

(D) Hewill turn 50 on the ISS next month.

This article is available at 5 reading levels at https://newsela.com.
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image 1. NASA’s Veggie systemfor growing tresh food on future spacecraft and on other planets. Photo by: NASAg : ' ¢

Astronauts get to experience many interesting attractions. When astronauts go to space, they can

become weightless. They get to see Earth as a little blue dot. Astronauts get to experience shooting

up into space at 20,000 miles per hour. That is more than three timesfaster than an airplane.

Still, food is not one of the interesting parts of being an astronaut. Space travelers have hadto eat

strange foods. One exampleis liquid salt and pepper. They havealso had to eat dried shrimp

cocktail. The astronauts add water to it to makeit a liquid again before eating.

Menu Is Going To Grow

However, the menu for astronauts is going to grow. Scientists have been growinglettuce in outer

space. Thelettuceis just as safe, nutritious andtasty as lettuce grown on Earth.

Gioia Massa worksat the NASA Kennedy Space Centerin Florida. Sheis the lead scientist on the

lettuce-growing project. She said that growing food in space could be crucial for astronauts on long

This article is available at 5 reading levels at https://newsela.com.



 

missions. One mission is Artemis II. That mission will send humansto the moon by 2024. NASA

will also sendits first crew of astronauts to Marsin the late 2020s.

Massasays that today's space food may not workfor these longer missions. This packaged food is

stored for a long time. The quality and taste of the food goes down.In addition, the vitamins in the

food start to break down. Massa says the astronauts may not get enough nutrition from these

foods during long missions.

Looking After Plants

She also added that there could be another benefit to

growing food in space. Looking after plants could help

astronauts emotionally.

Space food has improvedin recent years. Many

astronautsvisit the International Space Station (ISS).

It is a research station in outer space. Anything sent to

ISS hasto score at least a 6 out of 9 on a tastetest.

Even so, astronauts can growtired of eating the same

old vacuum-packed meals. Massa says manyofthe astronauts end up losing weight.

 

Lettuce was grown in batches onboardthe ISS between 2014 and 2016. The vegetable production

system is known as Veggie. It is made of plant pillows. These are sealed unitsfull of soil. There is

also a lighting system and a watering system.

The lettuce crops grew for 33 to 56 days. Someof the lettuce was harvested and eaten. The rest was

frozen and returned to Earth to be tested. Astronauts rubbedthelettuce leaves with sanitized

wipes before eating. Massa says they did this to keep astronauts from getting sick.

More Nutrients

The space-grown lettuce was similar to Earth-grownlettuce. In fact, some of the space-grown

plants had more nutrients than Earth-grown lettuce. The space lettuce also had higherlevels of

bacteria. This was possibly becausethe lettuce grew in a warmer, more humid system. However,

noneof this bacteria was dangerous.

NASAplansto grow other produce on the ISS. There are plans for tomatoes, peppers and other

plants to be grown later this year. However, it will be a long time before astronauts can cook these

ingredients. Massa says there is nowhere to cookon the ISS. That is why NASAis trying to grow

foods that taste goodfresh.

This article is available at 5 reading levels at https://newsela.com.



Quiz

Which sentence from the article helps the reader to understand that the benefits of astronauts growing their own food go beyond

nutrition?

(A) Whenastronauts go to space, they can becomeweightless.

(B) Still, food is not one of the interesting parts of being an astronaut.

(C) Looking after plants could help astronauts emotionally.

(D) The space-grownlettuce was similar to Earth-grownlettuce.

Read the section "Menu Is Going To Grow."

Which selection explains WHYthe foods astronauts currently rely on might not work on future NASA missions?

(A) She said that growing food in space could be crucialfor astronauts on long missions.

(B) NASAwill also sendits first crew of astronauts to Mars in the late 2020s.

(C) Massa saysthat today's space food might not workfor these longer missions.

(D) In addition, the vitamins in the food start to break down.

What happened asa result of the lack of flavor and variety in astronauts' diets?

(A) Many astronauts brought someoftheir favorite foods with them to space.

(B) Many astronauts lost weight while in space.

(C) NASAstarted training astronauts to enjoy vacuum-packed foods.

(D) NASAstarted sending astronauts foods that are tasty rather than nutritious,

HOW doastronauts grow food in space?

(A) There is a greenhouse room onthe ISS.

(B) They use recycled water and solar powered lamps.

(C) There is a special room on the ISSthatis filled with soil for farming.

(D) They use a system oflighting, watering and soil pods called Veggie.

Thisarticle is available at 5 reading levels at https://newsela.com.
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Image 1. Burmese amber wilh thetiny dinosaur skull nearly perfectly preservedinside. Photo: Lida Xing

It appears researchers have foundthetiniest dinosaurever.

Imagine a hummingbird with fangs. That would be about thesize of this dinosaur, which lived 99
million years ago.

Paleontologists study fossils. An international team of paleontologists namedthis dinosaur
Oculudentavis khaungraae. Thefirst nameis its genus. It uses Latin words that mean "eye-teeth-
bird." The second word represents its species. It was namedafter a person, Khaung Ra. Ra
donated the skull to China's Hupoge Amber Museum. Amberis hardenedtree sap. The skull and
its toothy beak were found inside amber. Both were described in the journal Nature on March 12.

Minusthe snout, the skull measures about one-fourth of an inch long. This dino head could easily
fit atop a triple-A battery.

Even Smaller Than A Hummingbird Skull

This article is available at 5 reading levels at https://newsela.com.

 



  

"It's smaller than the skulls that we find in hummingbirds," said study author Lars Schmitz. Heis

a paleobiologist at the Keck Science Centerin California, studying ancientlife. Birds are living

dinosaurs. Of that group, bee hummingbirdsarethetiniest. But, estimating its body size from its

skull, this newly discovered dinosaur comparesin size with the bee hummingbird.

Its large eyes, roundedskull and slendersnout are characteristics of dinosaurs. Morespecifically,

they looklike ancient birds. Without a skeleton to study, though,the scientists do not know

whetherthe dinosaurcouldfly.

Thefossil has a strange mixtureof lizard and birdliketraits. Fossils are remainsofliving things

from long ago.

Lawrence Witmeris an expert in dinosaurheads at Ohio University. He was not involved with the

research. Witmer wants to know "what kind of body wasattached to that weird skull."

In the past, when describingfossils, paleontologists have mistaken young animals for species that

just happenedto be small. But Oculudentavis' bone structure sure looks like it could be a mature

adult, Witmersays.

Seeing Well Meant Eating Well

The skull's bony plates look to be well stitched together. Such a pattern is a hint that this dinosaur

waslikely an adult, Witmersays.

Schmitz saw a digital scan of the dinosaur's skull. "I was like, holy moly,this is really interesting,"

he said. The fossil has an incredible amountof detail, said Schmitz.

Seeing well was importantto this animal, said

Schmitz. He is an eye expert. Thesize of the skull's

eyehole suggests the dinosaur hunted during the day.

Hummingbirds eat nectar. Oculudentavis was

different. Each jaw sprouted about 30 sharp teeth per

side. The dinosaur probably ate insects, Schmitz said.

"A Little Hummingbird-Like Critter With Teeth!"

 

The skull was dug up in the Southeast Asian country

Myanmar.

Amberis very good at preserving small life forms, Schmitz said. This dinosaur head joins other

animals found in amber. An ancient spiderwas frozen while attacking a wasp. Old frogs have been

foundtoo, even the nib of a feathered dinosaurtail.

"Tt blows my mind," said ReBecca Hunt-Foster. She is a park paleontologist at Dinosaur National

Monumentin Utah. She wasnotpart of the research team. Miniature bones suchas this are "so

delicate," she said. They would "not have a chance"to survive the petrifying process. The petrifying

process happens whennatural matter turns to stone underlayers of sediment,orsoil. That creates

large dinosaurfossils we see at museums.

Paleontologists expect that small dinosaurs would havelived alongside the bigger dinos.

Oculudentavis helps us understand how manydifferent kinds of dinosaurs there were, Hunt-

This article is available at 5 reading levels at https://newsela.com.



Fostersaid.

Though it was butlittle, perhaps it was fierce. As Hunt-Foster pointed out, small creatures can

often be fighters. Hummingbirds, for example,will bully other birds away from flowers.

"A little hummingbird-like critter with teeth!" Hunt-Foster said. "Can you imaginea flockof these

guys?"

This article is available at 5 reading levels at https://newsela.com.

  



 

 

Quiz

Whichselection from the article helps the reader understand how rare the small fossil is?

(A) Imagine a hummingbird with fangs. That would be aboutthesize of this dinosaur, whichlived 99 million

years ago.

(B) In the past, when describing fossils, paleontologists have mistaken young animals for species that just

happenedto be small. But Oculudentavis's bone structure sure lookslike it could be a mature adult,

Witmer says.

(C) The skuil's bony plates look to be well stitched together. Such a pattern is a hint that this dinosaur was

likely an adult, Witmer says.

(D) Miniature bones suchasthis are "so delicate," she said. They would "not have a chance" {fo survive the

petrifying process,

Read the paragraph below from the section "Even Smaller Than A Hummingbird Skull.”

Its large eyes, rounded skull and slender snout are characteristics of dinosaurs. More specifically,
they look like ancient birds. Without a skeleton to study, though, the scientists do not know

whether the dinosaurcouldfly.

Whatinference can the reader make based onthis paragraph?

(A) Birds are modern day dinosaurs.

(B) Some dinosaurs hadbird-like feathers.

(C) A skeleton can showif a dinosaur wasable tofly.

(D) All dinosaurs had rounded skulls and slender snouts.

What happened as a result of Knhaung Ra donating the skull to China’s Hupoge Amber Museum?

(A) The skull was removed from the amberfor study.

(B) The skull was examined by specialists in California.

(C) Paleontologists named the new speciesof dinosaurfor him.

(D) Paleontologists searchedfor similar dinosaur fossils to study.

Whydoes Lars Schmitz feel amazed aboutthe tiny dinosaur skull?

(A) It was trapped in amber.

(B) It was found in Myanmar.

(C) itis extremely old and fragile.

(D) It contains a lot of detail to study.

Thisarticle is available at 5 reading levels at https://newsela.com.
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FOP: Solar panels are picturedin California in Oclober 1996, Photo by Raphael Gaillarde,BOTTOM: Graphics by Solar Energy Industries
Association,

People used to believe that powerfrom the sun could not be usedall over the world. This kind of
poweris called solar power. It can be collected using photovoltaic cells, which are installed on
large surfacescalled solar panels. As thelight hits these panels, they generateelectricity. In doing
so, they provide homes, computers, and cars with the energy they need to work.

Solar panels used to be expensive and did not provide enough energy to be worth buying. Over the
past few years, however, the price has gone down.At the sametime, theelectricity produced by
solar panels keeps increasing. About $150 billion each year is pouredinto this industry. In some
places, the cost is already as low asthatoffossil fuels like carbon, coal and gas.

Even so, the idea that solar could soon meet the energy needsof the worldis notvery likely. In
2013, solar power madeupless than 2 percentofthe electricity used in the world. So whileit is
getting cheaper,it is also not catching on very quickly.

Thisis not the only hurdle. People like their power alwaysto be available. A big problem is
keeping electric power running whenit is dark and cloudy. As soonas the sunis covered,solar

This article is available at 5 reading levels at https://newsela.com.  



  

panels have no way to makeelectricity. The future of

solar power might not be so bright afterall.

The Situation DEFINITIONS

A global deal was reached in Paris in Decemberto

help fight climate change. Fossil fuels are cheap, but

they also harm the planet. The deal was meantto

increase funding for the business of renewable energy,

including solar. Other forms of renewable energy are

water and wind.

carbon ernissions

The release of carbon dioxide into

the atmosphere from activities like

burning fossil fuels

rossil fuel

A source of energy that is formed

deep in the groundfrom dead

animals andplants; coal and gas

are examples

Almostall U.S. states have set goals for renewable

power. California plans on having half of its power be

renewable by 2020. Since August 2015, all states are

required to lower carbon emissions.

Chinahasinstalled the most renewable powerplants,

followed by Japan. In India, plans have been

announced for $160 billion in solar powerprojects.

Somebig businesses have made splashy

announcements. For example, Apple claimsthat it

will spend $850 million on solar power.

renewable eneray

Energy that is collected from

natural resources that will not run

out, like wind, water, and sunlight

Here Comes the Sun
The Avaragesolar systameast in tie U8, U.S, photevelauc capacity, by cactor

 

Background

Thefirst photovoltaic cell was made by Bell Labs in New Jersey in 1953. By the 1990s, Japanese

companies were producing mostof the world's cells. By 2004, Germanyled the world in solar

panel manufacturing. Eventually, more solar energy companies started competing with each other.

The result was a huge price drop, and some companies were forced toclose.

The industry then shifted to China. There, companies led by Suntech Powerbuilt giant panel

factories. Funding wasgiven in the form of loans from the government. Foreign investors brought

cash. These companies have been able to survive longer than those in Europe.

The Argument

The environmental group Greenpeacesays solar "could meet the world's energy demands many

times over." Others are a bit more cautious. The International Energy Agency says that

photovoltaics might generate 16 percent of the world's electricity by 2050. This will only happenif

the right laws and deals are in place.

This article is available at 5 reading levels at https://newsela.com.



Supportersof fossil fuels say that solar powerwill

never bepractical. It requires constant sunlight andis

too expensive,they say.

The future of solar depends on which countries are

willing to pay now.In the long run, solar power may

be cheaper.It will also undoubtedly be cleaner. The

deal in Paris suggests that many countries are willing

to switch to renewables.If scientists can figure out an

affordable wayto store electricity for use at night,

some worries could be resolved. Right now,this is

solar's biggest weakness.
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Quiz

Which ofthe following are two MAIN ideas from the article?

1. The idea that solar could soon meet the energy needsofthe world is not very likely.
2, People like their power always to be available.
3. Since August 2015, all states are required to lower carbon emissions.
4, In the long run, solar powerwill be cleaner, and may be cheaper.

(A) {and 2

(B) 2 and 3

(C) 1 and 4

(D) 3 and 4

Read the section “The Argument.” Which detail BEST reflects the MAIN goalof scientists who work with solar power?

(A) to figure out an affordable wayto store electricity for use at night

(B) to meetthe world’s energy demands manytimes over

(C) to makesure the right laws and deals are in place

(D) to suggest that many countries switch to renewable energy

Use the "Here Comes the Sun" graphic and the information from the article to select the TRUE statement.

(A) The photovoltaic capacity of U.S. solar panels keeps going down.

(B) U.S. utilities are building more solar panels to have lowersolar system costs.

(C) U.S. residents get low photovoltaic capacity whenit is dark and cloudy.

(D) The average solar system costin the U.S. has dropped overthe past ten years.

Look at the diagram of the solar panel. What do the yellow star shapes represent?

(A) positive conductors

(B) photon tracks

(C) holes in the solar panel

()) reflective layers

Thisarticle is available at 5 reading levels at https://newsela.com.
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This imagefrom video provided by SpaceX shows owner Elon Musk's red Tesla sports car which was launchedinto space duringthefirst

test flight of the Falcon Heavy rocket on February 6, 2078. Photo by: SpaceX via AP

CAPE CANAVERAL,Florida — Forthefirst time, a sportscar is flying into space. Thecar will

travel very far in space. It will fly to Mars, whichis the fourth planet in the solar system.

The caris called a Tesla Roadster.It is flying on board the new rocket called the Falcon Heavy. The

company SpaceX sent the rocket on its first test journey on February 6. SpaceX is run by Elon

Musk. He also ownsthe car companyTesla. It is Musk's red Roadster now flying through space.

Musk, astronauts and others cheered the new rocket.It took off from Florida. The Heavy is now
the mightiest rocket in space.

The Heavy and Musk's Roadster are on a longtrip. They will go all the way to the asteroid belt.

This is an area between Mars and Jupiter. Space rocks and small planetsfloat there.

“Starman”Is On A Wild Ride

This article is available at 5 reading levels at https://newsela.com.  



  

In pictures, it looks like a personis sitting in the Roadster. It is not a real person though.It is a

dummythat SpaceX dressed in a spacesuit. Musk named him "Starman." Usually,test flights carry

heavy blocks, or other things that are not worth much. Muskcalled that boring. He decided to put

his cherry-red Tesla on top of the rocket.

Pictures of "Starman" and the Roadster appeared all over the Internet. Behind the caris Earth.

Musksaid the pictures look impossible. Still, he said they arereal.

Astronaut Ricky Arnold was awe-struck by "Starman" and the new rocket. Arnold works for NASA,

the U.S. space agency.

Arnold tweeted about SpaceX. Hesaid, "Awesome!At this speed, two handson the steering wheel

please #Starman."

Dreams Of A City On Mars

The Heavy is madeof three Falcon 9s. SpaceX usesthese rockets to send supplies andsatellites

into space.

Musk dreamsof sending people to Mars. He wantsto build a city there. This is the reason his

company builds rockets.

Musk said he doesn't plan to fly people on the new Heavy though.This rocket will mainly be used

to send supplies into space. SpaceX is building an even bigger rocket to fly people far into space.

A first step for SpaceXis flying people into space. Musksaid SpaceX plansto senditsfirst

astronauts into space by the endofthis year.

This article is available at 5 reading levels at https://newsela.com.



Quiz

1 Finish the sentence below.

One MAIN ideaofthe article is that :

(A) the asteroid belt is madeof floating rocks and small planets

(B) Ricky Arnold is an astronaut who worksfor the NASA program

(C) the Falcon Heavy and Elon Musk’s Roadsterwill fly past Mars

(D) "Starman" is a dummythat is dressed up in an astronautsuit

2 Whatis the section “Dreams Of A City On Mars” MAINLY about?

(A) what Musk’s goals for the future are

(B) why "Starman" has become popular

(C) where the Faicon Heavy is now

(D) how the Falcon Heavy landed on Mars

3 HOWis the Falcon Heavy’stestflight different from othertest flights?

(A) It is going to travel for a long distance.

(B) It is going to take a humanbeing to Mars.

(C) It is carrying rocks and heavy material.

(D) It is carrying a red sports car on top.

4 Whatevent happenedafter pictures of "Starman" were posted?

(A) People said the pictures were fake.

(B) An astronaut tweeted about them.

(C) Musk sent a test rocket into space.

(D) The Heavygotto the asteroid belt.

This article is available at 5 reading levels at https://newsela.com.  




